
Primeur data one®

PRIMEUR DATA ONE® is Primeur’s Hybrid Data 

Integration Platform. Modular, scalable and capa-

ble of connecting third-party tools, it has been 
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designed to simplify and accelerate all Data Integration processes while keeping integration dataflows always under 

control. PRIMEUR DATA ONE® manages various integration technologies from a single central point preserving existing 

IT systems, know-how and investments, optimizing efficiency and productivity. Based on more than 30 years experti-

se of integrating data for Fortune 500  companies worldwide, PRIMEUR DATA ONE® relies on the Contract Oriented 

Architecture® (COA®), a methodology totally developed and owned by Primeur. 

PRIMEUR DATA ONE® is composed of three modules delivering an 

extremely friendly and intuitive user experience. Organisations can 

activate just the components they need to address their specific use 

cases and tailor the platform according to their operational needs, 

growing only when their integration requirements evolve. 

Each module can be deployed as a PRIMEUR DATA ONE® component 

or as a lean, standalone solution able to solve specific integration 

needs.  

Our Data Integration offering is completed by Primeur Data Privacy, 

an additional solution specifically designed to address Data Privacy 

Law readiness and compliance.

DATA MOVER

data transfer

DATA SHAPER

data transformation

DATA WATCHER

End-to-End Dataflow Monitoring

DATA PRIVACY

GDPR Readiness
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more products and information: info@scos.nl

The COA® represents a revolution for the Data Integration 

world, introducing a neat and powerful concept to govern 

any integration need: the Contract. PRIMEUR DATA ONE® 

uses the COA® to organise all integration processes into 

three main steps (data input, mediation and data output) 

and a Contract to define the rules, policies and constraints 

for each step. 

Thanks to this methodology, PRIMEUR DATA ONE® allows 

users to easily model, plan, manage and control any Data 

Integration process end-to-end. Furthermore, it fosters 

cooperation between Business and Technical teams allo-

wing them to share a clear vision of integration requi-

rements and to configure dataflows in a standard and 

consistent way.



www.scos.nl/primeur
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MFT module, it moves data securely across 

multiple protocols and multi-platform sys-

tems, owning the responsibility and control 

to deliver the file at the right time to the 

correct recipient. 

DATA MOVER DATA SHAPER

DATA WATCHER

Data Transformation module, it provides 

quick and flexible any- to-any data transfor-

mations. It is designed to work seamlessly 

with PRIMEUR DATA MOVER® complemen-

ting and increasing its capabilities. 

Dataflow Monitoring module, it provides 

end-to-end visibility and control of any 

MFT dataflows, from source to destinati-

on, including possible transformations and 

third-party technologies. 

GDPR readiness module, it accelarates 
Data Privacy law alignment with high 
automation, interactive Maps, powerful 
Data Discovery, multi-language support 
and Data Masking. 

DATA PRIVACY

Acceleration of the integration process

Cloud, distributed environments and mainframes 

Operative platform for all integrators

Easy clustering and true scalability 

Modern and intuitive user experience

Prior knowledge of how data moves

Alignment with the highest security standards

Decoupling data producers and data consumers

Event-driven architecture

Asynchronous operations

Coordinate in-place integration tools

Up to 50% less time

Flexible deployment

Effective cooperation between different roles

Better evolution and planning

Fast and collaborative partner on-boarding

Quick isolation and anticipation of problems

Secure management of data traffic

Complete independence of applications

Simple maintenance of integration processes

Eliminate risks related to delivery time

Preserve previous investments and know-how

If you arrived to read this, it means you like PRIMEUR DATE ONE. And if you like it in a flyer, imagine in a live DEMO!

Feel free to contact us at info@scos.nl for more information and to schedule a demo.

With primeur we make Data Integration simple, accessible, secure and sustainable over time.  Our goal is to help compa-

nies to manage and control the data they generate, use and analyze without interfering with the existing IT systems and 

applications. We help companies to work better and smoother, preserving their existing systems and IT investments. The 

results are better operations, driven by better and faster decisions, delivering a better service with a lower investment. 


